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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 RATIONALE  

The more developed the society is, the more necessary the 

need of communication becomes; especially in the process of 

globalization, the communication has spread beyond the boundary of 

a country. Together with the development of the society in the era of 

integration, language has been clearly recognized as a very important 

tool in communication with many purposes. Language can be used to 

show one’s feeling, attitude, and evaluation. And through 

communicating, reading newspapers .ect, I realize that people often 

use words, phrases denoting human body to show their feeling, 

emotion… 

In our daily life, we can easily recognize words denoting our 

body parts used plentifully, not only individual words but also word 

combinations containing more than one human body part. Regarding 

to word groups denoting human body parts, their meanings are not 

the combination of each word’s meaning only, in some cases, their 

meanings are quite different from the original meaning. For example, 

in Vietnamese we use the compound word “mắt mũi” noting that 

someone loses his/her concentration (e.g., “ Mắt mũi ñể ñi ñâu thế?”),   

Up to now, there have been many research works of separate 

words denoting human body parts. But those of words or phrases 

combining from two or three parts of human body have not been paid 

much care. I think that these words and phrases also play a very 

important role in helping us to understand more about Vietnamese 
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and their differences from English ones. That is the reason for this 

thesis to be made with the title: “An Investigation into Linguistic 

Features of Word Combinations Containing Pairs of Human Body 

Parts in Vietnamese and Their English Semantic Equivalents”. 

1.2 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 

It is obvious that native speakers of Vietnamese can use word 

combinations containing pairs of human body parts but not all of 

them can understand why the these word combinations appear in 

their communication and why pairs of human body parts go together. 

This study attempts to illustrate how these word combinations are 

used and help Vietnamese learners of English understand them well 

in order to find the best way to translate these word combinations 

from Vietnamese into English and vice versa. 

Besides, through the study of word combinations containing 

pairs of human body parts, Vietnamese learners of English will 

understand differences and similarities between English and 

Vietnamese native speakers in the way using word combinations 

containing pairs of human body parts, knowing their real meaning or 

their representative meaning. From that, they can use them 

effectively.  

1.3 SCOPE OF THE STUDY 

Word combinations containing POHBPs are chosen to study on 

the basis of their frequency of occurrences. With the research entitled 

“An Investigation into Linguistic Features of Word Combinations 

Containing Pairs of Human Body Parts in Vietnamese and Their 

English Semantic Equivalents”, we would like to investigate the 

grammatical and semantic features of word combinations containing 
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POHBPs. This study does not make a deep investigation into cultural 

features of word combinations containing POHBPs.   

1.4 RESEARCH QUESTIONS  

To achieve the aims and objectives mentioned above, this 

study tries to answer the following questions: 

1. What are grammatical features of word combinations 

containing pairs of human body parts in Vietnamese? 

2. What are semantic features of word combinations containing 

pairs of human body parts in Vietnamese and their semantic 

equivalents in English? 

1.5 ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY  

The study is organized into fives chapters: 

Chapter 1, Introduction, presents the rationale, the significance 

of the study, the scope of the study, research questions, and the 

organization of the study. 

Chapter 2, Review of Literature and Theoretical Background, 

introduces previous studies related to the thesis. Also, this is an 

introduction to theoretical background which is designed to serve as 

the basic foundation of data analysis and discussion of findings in the 

following chapters. 

Chapter 3, Method and Procedure, involves the aims and 

objectives of the study, research design, research methods, 

descriptions of the examples, data collection, data analysis, research 

procedures, and the discussions of reliability and validity of the study. 

Chapter 4, Findings and Discussions, provides the findings of 

linguistic features of word combinations containing pairs of human 
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body parts. The transference of meaning of word combinations into 

English and the frequency of occurrence of word combinations 

containing pairs of human body parts in Vietnamese language will be 

included. 

Chapter 5, Conclusion of the study, summarizes the main 

points discussed throughout the study and the major findings of the 

investigation; A statement of unsolved problems and suggestions for 

further research beyond the limits of the paper are also included in 

this chapter. 

 

CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORETICAL 

BACKGROUND 

2.1. REVIEW OF PREVIOUS STUDIES 

Up to now, there have been several investigations of human 

body parts and their role in languages. In English we have Elaine S. 

Andersen, the author of “Lexical Universal of Body-Part 

Terminology” published in 1978. Kyung-Joo Yoon in 2003 wrote 

“ The Korean conceptualization of heart: An indigenous perspective”. 

At the same time, Kyung-Joo Yoon (2003) also wrote “Heart and 

Mind: Contrastive Semantics of Cultural Concepts. Mol Susan 

(2004) wrote “Head and Heart-Metaphors and metonymies in a 

cross-linguistic perspective”. 

In “ Culture, Body, and Language: Conceptualizations of 

Internal Body Organs across Cultures and Languages” edited by 

Sharifian Farzard, Dirven René, Yu Ning, and Niemeier Susanne 

(2008) included several writings mentioning to body organs as : 
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“ Heart and (angry) minds in Old English” by Dirk Geeraerts and 

Caroline Gevaert (2008), “Culture and Language: Look for the 

‘mind’ inside the body” by Farzad Sharifian, René Dirven, Ning Yu, 

and Susanne Niemeier (2008),“  “ Contrastive semantics and cultural 

psychology: English heart vs. Malay hati” by Cliff Goddard (2008), 

and  “Did he break your heart or your liver? A contrastive study on 

metaphorical concepts from the source domain Organ in English and 

in Indonesian” made by Poppy Siahaan (2008). 

In Vietnamese, Nguyễn Dương Nguyên Hảo (1999) made the 

thesis “Semantic structures of words denoting human body organs in 

English: eye – ear – nose – mouth (versus Vietnamese)”. In “A 

contrastive analysis of English and Vietnamese idioms using the 

terms of human body parts”, Nguyễn Thị Hiệp (2001) investigated 

idioms in relation to their grammatical and semantic features.      

From the cognitive point of view, Nguyen Huynh Ngoc Thanh 

(2003) made “A cognitive semantics study on the spatial terms 

derived from body-parts used in English and Vietnamese”.  

Vo Thanh Quyen (2006) made “A contrastive analysis of 

idioms denoting human feelings in English and Vietnamese”. 

Hoàng Thị Bảo Kim (2006) has focused on analyzing and 

discussing the syntactic and semantic features of collocations of the 

words “skin” and “da” in advertising in English and Vietnamese.  

Especially, in the same year (2006), Nguyễn Minh Thủy made the 

PhD thesis: Đặc ñiểm của Thành ngữ Tiếng Nhật (trong sự liên hệ 

với Thành ngữ Tiếng Việt). Lately, Đào Tấn Cảnh (2008), made 

“ Đối chiếu ngữ kết hợp của ‘răng’ và ‘tóc’ trong ngôn ngữ quảng 

cáo tiếng Anh và tiếng Việt” .  
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About word translation, it has been discussed in many books of 

translation such as Mildred L. Larson (1984) with Meaning-based 

translation-A guide to Cross-Language Equivalence, Helge Dyvik 

(1998) A translational basis for semantics, Hoàng Văn Vân (2000) 

with Dịch thuật: Lí luận và thực tiễn and Susan Bassnett-McGuire 

(2002) with Translation Studies. 

In general, words denoting human body parts have been 

studied in many research works in both Vietnamese and English, 

however, researches on word combinations containing pairs of 

human body parts haven’t been paid much attention so we decide to 

do the research. 

2.2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

2.2.1 Human Body 

In “Đại từ ñiển Tiếng Việt” made by Nguyễn Như Ý, Nguyễn 

Văn Khang, Vũ Quang Hào, Phan Xuân Thành (2008) [62], “Cơ thể 

là tập hợp thống nhất mọi bộ phận của một sinh vật”. (Body is the 

unique system of every organ in a living thing.) 

In Oxford Advanced learners’ dictionary (Oxford 2000) [23], 

“Body is the whole physical structure of a human being or an animal”.  

According to Wikipedia [89], “The human body is the entire 

structure of a human organism, and consists of a head, neck, torso, 

two arms and two legs”.  

2.2.2 Word Combinations 

According to the researcher, word-combinations are words 

combined in the form of compound words. 

2.2.3 Grammatical Features 
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2.2.3.1 Types of Words 

Structurally, words are classified into simple words, complex 

words, derived words, compound words, and reduplicative words.  

2.2.3.2 Word Classes 

As stated by Randolph Quirk and Sidney Greenbaum (1987) 

[18, p.19], word classes (parts of speech) are classified into Closed-

system items and Open-class items. 

2.2.3.3 Phrase 

In grammar, a phrase is a group of words functioning as a 

single unit in the syntax of a sentence.              

Depending on the word class of Head of a phrase that a phrase 

can be divided into noun phrase, verb phrase, adjective phrase, 

adverb phrase and prepositional phrase. 

2.2.3.4 Syntactic Features of Compound Words 

a/ Syntactic Functions 

b/ Syntactic Relations 

2.2.4 Semantic Features       

2.2.4.1 Components of Lexical Meaning    

a/ Denotative Meaning 

As we know, one of the functions of words is to denote things, 

concepts and so on. Users of a language cannot have any knowledge 

or thought of the objects or phenomena of the real world around them 

unless this knowledge is ultimately embodied in words which have 

essentially the same meaning for all speakers of that language. This is 

called denotative meaning. 
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b/ Connotative Meaning 

Connotative meaning can be considered as the communicative 

value an expression has by virtue of what it refers to, over and above 

its purely conceptual content (or denotation).  

2.2.4.2 Transference of Meaning 

a/ Metaphor 

b/ Metonymy  

2.2.4.3 Sense Relations  

a/ Structural Meaning of Compound Words 

Semantically the meaning of the compound is derived not only 

from the combined lexical meanings of its components, but also from 

the meaning signaled by the patterns of the order and arrangement of 

its Immediate Constituents. 

b/ Sense Relations in Compound Words 

It is obvious that the meaning of a word or a compound word is 

understood in relation to others. So when we want to identify the 

exact meaning of a word or a compound word we must consider not 

only what it refers to, but also its boundaries with others’ related 

meaning. 

2.2.5 Language and Culture 

The relationship between language and culture is deeply rooted. 

Language is used to maintain and convey culture and cultural ties. 

Different ideas stem from differing language use within one’s culture 

and the whole intertwining of these relationships start at one’s birth. 

2.2.6 Translation Theory 

2.2.6.1 Word for Word Translation  
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Transferring the meaning of each individual word in a text to 

another, equivalent word in the target language, sometimes called 

'Literal Translation'. While this is clearly appropriate for dictionaries, 

it can produce very for complex passages of text. 

2.2.6.2 Free Translation         

Translating loosely from the original, contrasted with word for 

word or literal translation, this may be the best method depending on 

the most appropriate unit of translation involved. 

 

CHAPTER 3 

METHOD AND PROCEDURE 

3.1 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

3.1.1 Aims 

This study aims to understand the way Vietnamese and English 

native speakers use word combinations containing pairs of human 

body parts to show their feeling, emotion, evaluation, attitudes  and 

to see the differences in using these word combinations between 

Vietnamese and English native speakers. 

This thesis also tries to help Vietnamese learners of English as 

well as English learners of Vietnamese to understand the differences 

in using the word combinations containing pairs of human body parts 

between Vietnamese and English native speakers. From that, to 

stimulate Vietnamese learners of English to obtain the insight of the 

grammatical, semantic features of word combinations containing 

pairs of human body parts and their English semantic equivalents and 

to inspire them to love their own language, their own culture. 
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3.1.2 Objectives  

This study is intended to: 

- Find out grammatical features of word combinations 

containing pairs of human body parts in Vietnamese. 

- Find out semantic features of word combinations containing 

pairs of human body parts in Vietnamese and their semantic 

equivalents in English. 

3.2 RESEARCH DESIGN 

In this study, qualitative and quantitative approaches are used 

to find out the grammatical and semantic features of word 

combinations containing POHBPs in Vietnamese and their semantic 

equivalents in English. 

In qualitative approach, we will categorize the compound 

words containing POHBPs from the collected data. Grammatically, 

we identify the morphological features and syntactic functions of 

POHBPs. Semantically, we identify the components of word-

meaning, semantic structures and sense relations in POHBPs. Then 

we classify all POHBPs in their grammatical and semantic features. 

With quantitative approach, we collect and arrange all 

POHBPs in alphabetical order; thence we report the frequency of 

occurrence of each  POHBPs.        

3.3 RESEARCH METHODS 

The study is carried out through descriptive (qualitatively and 

quantitatively) method and translation method.  
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The descriptive method is used to describe and interpret 

grammatical and semantic features of word combinations containing 

POHBPs. 

The qualitative and quantitative methods are used to analyze 

and find out the frequency of occurrence of word combinations in the 

collected data, the grammatical and semantic features of word 

combinations containing POHBPs in Vietnamese and their English 

semantic equivalents.        

Translation method is used to find out English semantic 

equivalents of word combinations containing POHBPs.      

3.4 DESCRIPTION OF THE SAMPLES 

In this study, 700 samples using word combinations containing 

POHBPs are exploited. We mainly collected them from stories, 

novels, and on the internet. 

When choosing the samples, we only pay attention to word 

combinations that consist of two words denoting human body parts. 

3.5 DATA COLLECTION 

First of all, I read and type all compound words and the 

phrases from dictionaries (English – English; English – Vietnamese; 

Vietnamese – English and Vietnamese – Vietnamese).  

I gather word combinations containing pairs of human body 

parts from bilingual stories (English – Vietnamese; Vietnamese – 

English), stories in Vietnamese, novels and from the internet.  

3.6 DATA ANALYSIS 

The analysis mainly focused on the grammatical, and semantic 

features of Vietnamese word combinations containing pairs of human 
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body parts and the English semantic equivalents of these word 

combinations, hence, it consists of the following steps: 

- Describe qualitatively the grammatical and semantic features 

of these word combinations. 

- Describe quantitatively to find out the frequency of 

occurrence of word combinations with linguistic features, using the 

view of pedagogical linguistics. 

- Translation method: to see how these word combinations are 

translated and their semantic equivalents in English. 

3.7 RESEARCH PROCEDURES 

The procedures for the research will be as follows: 

- Finding and reading the data (dictionaries (Vietnamese – 

English; English – Vietnamese), bilingual funny stories, folktales, 

stories (Vietnamese – English; English - Vietnamese) and novels 

both extensively and intensively. 

- Picking out examples of word combinations containing pairs 

of human body parts. 

- Analyzing and classifying data in categories.  

3.8 DISCUSSIONS OF RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY 

As we stated above, the data collected for this study come from 

reliable sources including dictionaries, books, stories, novels and 

websites on the internet. We only choose to rely on the sources 

coming from reliable and known websites. 

In term of validity, we try our best to make sure of the quality 

of the study. Vietnamese POHBPs and their English semantic 
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equivalents are carefully selected and checked in both bilingual and 

monolingual dictionaries, stories, novels. 

 

CHAPTER 4 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 

4.1 GRAMMATICAL FEATURES OF WORD COMBINATIONS 

CONTAINING POHBPs IN VIETNAMESE 

4.1.1 Morphological Features of Word Combinations 

Containing POHBPs                                                    

While most of word combinations in Vietnamese are 

compound words, in English they can be: 

a/ A simple word 

(1)    Nhưng tại sao lại phá máy ñiện ñài – thiết bị rất cần cho sự 

 sinh tồn của chúng tôi? Đầu óc tôi ñầy những câu hỏi không 

 có lời ñáp. [144, p.69] 

         (But why destroy the radio – the one piece of equipment so  

  necessary for our survival? My head was full of questions that 

  I couldn’t answer). 

b/ A compound word 

(2)   Chữa trị EB bằng cấy tủy xương [76] 

          (EB treatment by bone marrow transplant).  

          c/ A phrase 

(3)   Bà cao dong dỏng, chân tay nhỏ nhắn và ăn mặc ñàng hoàng.  

           Phỏng ñoán qua vẻ mặt thì bà chừng 40 tuổi. [170, p.133] 

          (She was tall, with small hands and feet and was well dressed.  
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           Judging by her face, she was about forty years old). 

4.1.2 Syntactic Features of Word Combinations Containing 

POHBPs                                                    

4.1.2.1 Syntactic Functions of Word Combinations 

Containing POHBPs 

a/ Subject 

A compound word functions as Subject in a sentence when it 

stands in front of a verb phrase. 

                                                      POHBPs       +        X 

 

                                           Subject         Verb phrase 

(4)    “Sao ngươi có lắm ñiều tâm sự thế?     Lòng dạ       ñang ngổn  

              ngang rồi. [152, p.146]              

                                                             Subject             VP  

            (Your mind is full of disturbing thoughts)  

b/ Verb  

Considering the compound word “mông má”, it can be 

changed the class of speech from a noun to a verb to modify the 

preceding noun/ noun phrase. 

(5)   Ngày càng nhiều bạn trẻ “mông má” nhan sắc bằng dao kéo   

[66]                                

       Verb 

(Nowadays, more and more young people improve their   

appearance by cosmetic surgery). 
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“mông má” only can be conveyed the meaning into English by 

using a verb/ verb phrase as revamp, renew something superficially 

or improve the appearance of something/ somebody.  

c/ Direct Object of a Verb Phrase (Od) 

                                  Verb              +            POHBPs 

                                                 Direct Object                

(6)   “Sao,         ngứa ngáy         +      tay chân à?        [137, p.221] 
       

                                Verb                           Od 

 (Annoyed at my invasion, she asked: “What’s the scene, 

 man?”) 

However, there is still a special case when the object needs a 

complement to make the complete sentence. 

     Verb  +  Object  +  Object Complement    

(7)    Gã       bắt        ñầu óc               làm việc. [151, p.40] 

            

                      Verb       Object       Object Complement 

           (He forced his mind to think).        

d/ Object of a Preposition (Op) 

Compound words stand behind a preposition to modify it. 

Preposition  +  POHBPs (Op)      

(8) … không ñem lại kết quả cho việc làm cho nòi giống “sinh sôi

 nẩy nở” thì trong ñầu óc ta có thể sinh ra những ý nghĩ kinh  

 khủng nhất.                                                            [137, p.261]                                                                      

                                Prep    Obj  Pron     VP 
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(For when you see that your layman’s knowledge and (you 

assume) normal healthy efforts are not succeeding in the 

matter of increase-and-multiply, it can bring the most awful 

thoughts  to your mind). 

In Vietnamese, we use two nouns “ñầu” and “óc” to refer to 

our thinking, however in this example, “ñầu óc” is translated as 

“mind” in English. We can see in the above example, the 

prepositional phrase “trong ñầu óc ta’’ functions as subject of the 

sentence.  

e/ Modifier  

A compound word can be a modifier with the function of 

modifying a noun/noun phrase.                      

  NP     +       Modifier 

(10) Người lao ñộng     +    chân tay      [121, p.83] 

                                                    

                   NP                     Modifier  

 (These day, people who do manual work often receive far  

 more money than clerks who work in offices.)      

“chân tay”  in this case is translated as ‘‘manual’’ in English, 

using a simple word that does not denote human body parts. In 

Vietnamese, ‘‘chân tay’’ goes after the main noun or noun phrase to 

modify it. However in English, modifier “manual” stands in front of 

the noun or noun phrase that it modifies.                          

4.1.2.2 Syntactic Relations in Word Combinations 

Containing POHBPs       
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The grammatical feature of syntactic relations among these 

compound nouns is coordination. It means that these compound 

nouns are formed by the combination of two nouns (N1 + N2).                                                                                                       

4.1.3 Summary 

Grammatically, POHBPs function as compound nouns. They 

can be subject, object for a verb, object for a preposition or a 

preposition modifier. 

Structurally, the compound nouns have the formation of Noun 

+ Noun with the coordinate relation. 

In addition, these compound nouns can function as an 

adjective to modify a noun/ noun phrase.  

Interestingly, there is one case in which the compound noun 

changes the class of speech from a compound noun into a compound 

verb.  

4.2 SEMANTIC FEATURES OF WORD COMBINATIONS 

CONTAINING POHBPs AND THEIR ENGLISH 

SEMANTIC EQUIVALENTS 

4.2.1 Components of Lexical Meaning 

4.2.1.1 Denotative Meaning 

a/ Human body parts 

b/ Human beings 

4.2.1.2 Connotative Meaning                                                            

a/ Psychological state, mood                                                      

b/ Emotions                                                                                

c/ Character                                                                                
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d/  Faculty of speech                                                                   

e/  Mind                                                                                      

f/  Attitude                                                                                   

g/  Knowledge, intelligence                                                        

h/  Physical state, physical health                                               

i/  A very high  price for something                                           

j/  Social status                                                                            

k/ Skill                                                                                        

l/ The main part inside something, the leading /important part 

of an organization                                                                                                                                 

m/  Unimportant things                                                              

n/  Sexual relations                                                                     

o/  Pride                                                                                      

p/  Spruceness                                                                             

q/ Age                                                                                         

r/ Renewing something by improving models or changing 

one’s appearance by cosmetic surgery and embellishment                            

s/  Referring to a place                                                                

t/ Job                                                                                                 

4.2.2 Sense Relations  

4.2.2.1 Structural Meaning of Word Combinations 

Containing POHBPs 

In Vietnamese, we can easily find out that even though the 

compound nouns are formed by the formula: noun + noun, however 

the function of each noun in these compound nouns is not the same. 

In some compound nouns containing POHBPs, each noun forming 
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the certain compound noun plays the equal function in the compound 

noun. Some others, one of the nouns forming the compound noun can 

take the whole function in the compound noun; it means that the 

meaning of the compound noun can be the meaning of the main noun. 

With this kind of compound noun, the compound noun can be 

combined by two nouns and the meaning of the two nouns creates the 

general meaning of the compound noun. If we call the first noun A 

(s.1 is the meaning of A), the second noun (s.2 is the meaning of B); 

and we have the meaning of A and B is S. Then we have the 

following formulas:   

F1:                   

A + B = S (s.1 + s.2) 

However, regarding the following formulas, they only happen 

in Vietnamese, not in English:  

In the case the meaning of the whole compound noun is the 

meaning of the head noun (s.1) in the compound noun. And the s.2 is 

included in the s.1, thence we have the formula: 

F2:    

A + B = s.1 

In which S = s.1. 

s.2  ⊂  s.1 

F3:    

A + B = s.2 

In which S = s.2 

s.1 ⊂ s.2 
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In some special cases, the combination of the two nouns 

denoting human body part creates a new meaning which is different 

from the original meaning derived the combination of the two human 

body parts. 

We have the formula: 

F4:      

A + B = X 

In which X is the new meaning of (A+B) 

4.2.2.2 Sense Relations in Word Combinations Containing 

POHBPs       

a/ Whole – Part Relation 

b/ Superior – Inferior Relation  

c/ Interior – Exterior Relation  

d/ Equal Relation  

e/ Internal Relation  

f/ Converse Relation 

4.2.3 The Influence of Change in Word Order of Word 

Combinations Containing POHBPs 

4.2.4 Summary 
Considering the semantic structures, similar with the structures 

of these compound words as we have mentioned in the (4.2.2.1), we 

have four semantic structures, in which s1 + s2 = S (1+2); s1 + s2 = 

s1; s1 + s2 = s2 and s1 + s2 = X.  

Regarding the senses, we try our best to find out the denotative 

and connotative meaning of these POHBPs. Through the 
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investigation of all the collected data with 700 samples, we realize 

that Vietnamese people use POHBPs in many ways with numerous 

semantic features. Denotatively, these POHBPs are not only used to 

denote parts of human body but also the whole body and types of 

person. Regarding the types of person we see the compound nouns: 

tâm can, ñầu óc denoting man in general; mày râu denoting male; 

mông má is used for female with no respect.  

Connotatively, POHBPs are used with many senses, however, 

with the collected data; we see that most of these POHBPs focus on 

the psychological state and emotions of human being.  

Considering the sense relations, there are six relations between 

the words denoting parts of human body that we have found in 

Vietnamese. They are Whole – Part relation, Superior – Inferior 

relation, Interior – Exterior relation, Equal relation, Internal relation 

and Converse relation. However, in English, we can only find out 4 

sense relations such as Superior – Inferior relation, Interior –Exterior 

relation, Internal relation and Equal relation. 

Regarding their English equivalents, we come to some 

conclusions below: 

- In some cases, POHBPs can be completely translated into 

English (however it rarely happens).  

+ Compound noun                      one English word  

+ Compound noun           Noun Phrase 

+ Compound noun                      completely different structure 

without using words denoting human body parts. 
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Considering the influence of change in word order of word 

combinations containing POHBPs, in some cases, a compound noun 

can be semantically understood as another one but we can’t replace it 

by the other. For example, we have the compound noun “Tâm Can” 

with the same meaning as “lòng dạ”. In this case we can say: nhức 

nhối tâm can or ñau nhói tâm can. We cannot say: nhức nhối lòng dạ 

or ñau nhói lòng dạ. 

Through the investigation, we find out that Vietnamese people 

often use concrete nouns/ compound nouns denoting POHBPs to 

convey the content of what they want to mention to. On the contrary, 

English people go directly to the content of their sayings. 

 

CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION - IMPLICATIONS 

LIMITATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 CONCLUSION 

- Grammatically, these POHBPs are basically compound nouns, 

in some cases they functions as adjectives to modify a noun or 

change class of speech into a verb (with very low frequency) 

happening with only the POHBPs of “mông má”.  

- Semantically, we firstly come to the semantic features of 

POHBPs and find out that denotatively some POHBPs refer to 

physical entities such as human body parts and human beings. With 

the collected data, we find out the relationship between these word 

combinations. Through researching we classify these POHBPs into 
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the following relations:  Whole – Part relation, Superior – Inferior 

relation, Interior – Exterior relation, Equal relation, Internal relation 

and Converse relation. 

5.2 IMPLICATIONS 

5.2.1 Implications for Language Teaching and Learning 

Teachers should give learners POHBPs in Vietnamese and ask 

them how they are spoken in English. Then teachers help learners to 

correct mistakes and list out differences in saying POHBPs between 

Vietnamese and English in different situations, different contexts. 

For learners of English, learning the way of conveying the idea 

or notion using POHBPs in Vietnamese into English is very useful to 

help learners get closer and feel easier in understanding and using 

English. This process acquires learners not to focus on English alone 

but both on the target language and Vietnamese.  

5.2.2 Implications for Translating POHBPs in Vietnamese 

into English 

To translate effectively, we should pay attention to the 

situation where these POHBPs occur and appropriately pick up the 

English equivalents or vice versa. This skill can be formed only when 

learners have obtained essential knowledge of using POHBPs and 

know how to apply correctively the knowledge in contexts where 

these POHBPs appear. 

5.3 LIMITATIONS 

Though much effort has been made to carry out this paper, it 

cannot cover all structures and meanings of word combinations 

containing POHBPs in Vietnamese and their semantic equivalents in 
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English due to the lack of time and the limitation of reference 

materials, some of which are difficult to find.              

Moreover, we do not have time to discover these POHBPs 

pragmatically. Therefore, this paper does not achieve a satisfactory 

depth as it should.  

5.4 RECOMMENDATIONS  

As stated above, this thesis still have many restrictions in 

research, so we hope it is investigated and studied widely and deeply. 

Following are some suggestions for further researches on linguistic 

analysts who feel interested in this topic: 

- An investigation into Pragmatic and Cultural Features of 

Word Combinations containing Pairs of Human Body Parts in 

Vietnamese and in English. 

- A Contrastive Analysis of Linguistic Features of Word 

Combinations containing Pairs of Human Body Parts in English and 

in Vietnamese. 

 


